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Abstract: 

Stock market prediction is the act of trying to determine the future value of a company stock. The successful prediction of a stock 

future price could yield the significant profit but these data are very huge in nature .So processing this with limited resources is not 

possible task. MapReduce is a bigdata scheme used for processing bigdata. So we propose a novel forecasting system which combines 

mapreduce and genetic algorithm for predicting the stock market. In our system genetic algorithm is used to find forecasting function 

which when provided year of prediction it will generate the forecasted results. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

With the improvement of liv ing standard and the change of 

financial idea, a large number of people begin to pay attention to 

the future market. In the changeable stock market, in order to 

raise revenue while reduce risk, investors needs to know the 

price in advance to know the price in advance to rationally  adjust 

the timing of investment. For casting is data mining technique 

which predicts the future outcomes of a process by analyzing the 

past information of the same process. When compare with other 

schemes neural network a machine learning technique work 

more effectively compared with the other forecasting algorithm.  

Now days, multip le forecasting algorithms are available for the 

forecasting of stock market which depends on the selected input 

data. The linear regression of the forecasting technique is 

effective algorithm for pred icting linear informat ion. We have 

weighted moving average which creates a window with size 

equal to mean value extracted from past data that to happen in 

future. Linear algorithm are simple and quick but they can only 

be used for linear data not for nonlinear data. Linear regression 

are one time process so the result can be used for the frequent 

varying data. Weighted moving average are more fuzzy so the 

results are not up to mark. In the existing system the function is 

reconstructed from the first itself it takes more t ime to process 

the records and it delay the process of data. 

 

2. BIGDATA 

 

Bigdata refers to large or complex dataset. There is no hard and 

fast rule about the database size To process the bigdata one need 

many physical otherwise virtual machines working together to 

process the bigdata. Example of bigdata is transactional data 

which include stock price,merchant purchase histories. Data is 

analyzed by using mapreduce. Bigdata is categorized into two 

types such as structured as well as unstructured. Bigdata cannot 

process relational database management applications because of 

many open source tools are available to process. Its 

characteristics are volume, variety, velocity, variab ility, 

complexity. Data is stored and processed on HDFS. The 

challenges of bigdata includes analysis, sharing, capturing, 

storage and search. Datamining is the process used to discover 

patterns on large datasets which involves interaction of artificial 

intelligence, machine learning and database system. Datamining  

parameters include associations, path analysis, classification, 

clustering, forecasting. In mathematics, cybernetics, genetics, 

market ing the techniques of datamining are used. Datamining  

tools predict future trends and behavior and etc. 

 

3. RELATED WORKS  

 

Raja vandhana and kavitha have proposed a various technologies 

such as hadoop, NoSQL to predict the future profits on stock 

exchange in the paper titled bigdata analytics in financial market 

which deals with the business information[1].To know about the 

stock exchange regular, historical informat ion are needed. They 

used sentiment analysis that contains two tasks, (1) The feature 

comments of product need to be identified, (2) The identified 

comments of that product are classified into positive or negative. 

They used Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine which 

gives the best accuracy than other algorithms to predict the 

future profits. Kalpnasign, U.Datta and K.K.Joshi proposed 

amethod for the construction of classification and regression 

trees in which the binary tree stores enormous amount of data 

and the records can be accessed in O(log n)time [2]. Bryce 

Taylor proposed Bayesian classifier for init ial tests to predict the 

classification erro r to predict the classificat ion error that 

produces the probability of positive and negatives ratio. Tayhlor 

proposed recall analysis and also support vector machines. The 

analysis method provides the 80% accuracy on analyzing 

sentences. ShunrongShen and Tongda namely stock market 

forecasting using machine learn ing algorithms that deals with the 

exchange of stock to predict the next day stock trend using the 

algorithms support vector machine which results in numerical 

accuracy of 74.4%` in NASDAQ,76%in DJIA. Robert 

P.Schumaker and Hsinchunchen proposed this to predict the 

number of stock prices will be purchased after 20 mins an article 

released. The author Abishekkar proposed various functions 

such as unipolar, bipolar, tan hyperbolic, rad ial functions to 

predict the future values.He used RMS to provide best accuracy 

for the marketed values 96% for default and 88% for average. 
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The authors G.S.Navale, Nishant, Kunal, Pawan and Brij 

Kishore proposed neural networks to predict the shares that only 

based on database. Harsoor and Anushreepatil proposed sales 

walmart store using bigdata applications that deals with 

prediction of stock market prices for 39 weeks by using 

forecasting process which reduces the sales drop of the market.  

 

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Figure.1. S ystem Architecture  

 

5. FEATURES OF THE S YSTEM 

 

The prediction method used is neural network based on genetic 

algorithm. Neural Networks for predict ion is learning based 

algorithm which trains itself based on given training dataset to 

process. It find the hidden pattern of the given task based on 

these hidden patterns it starts finding the future patterns. 

 

MAPDATAS ET 

A large dataset are to process, so this is spitted into smaller 

dataset. These can be processed by available resources. Splitting 

depends upon the user available resources. These smaller units 

are processed separately and the results are considered as 

intermediate and they taken to next level o f processing. 

 

CALCULATE FITNESS  

Genetic algorithm in itiates the process with random positive 

samples. Based on the samples it constructs the function and 

checks the effectiveness. With the above results it assigns the 

weight to the function that is called as fitness level. Only that 

function travels to the next level of optimization.  

 

FUNCTION MUTATION 

This will update the generated function when there is variation in 

the pattern. This is a reconstruction process which is required 

when the behavior of event changes. These also used when new 

set of training data enters the system. 

 

MERGE FUNCTION 

After the successful construction of the forecasting function the 

final forecasting function are extracted. The reduction function 

may have mult iple layers based on splitting process and the 

available resources. 

FORECAS T INFORMATION 

After constructing the solution using genetic algorithm we use 

that function for prediction. Same mapreduce is used for 

prediction process. When the genetic function is used on 

multip le dataset and reduced level to finally get the result.  

 

6. METHODOLOGY 

 

In this we are using Map Reduce and genetic algorithm. Map 

reduce is a framework that is used for processing large/complex 

dataset in the distributed parallel manner. Maps reduce contained 

two methods that is map method and reduce method. These 

methods are used for automatically splitting the large dataset. 

Splitting is done by distributing the dataset to mapper on the 

multip le machines. After that the datasets are grouped with the 

intermediate values. The execution of the mapper is  monitored 

during that the reducers find out the failures and then executes 

them. Map reduce does not perform the complete task it assigns 

the job or individual task to different nodes in the cluster. For 

large jobs the number of task may exceeds beyond the limits so 

it is difficult to run on the cluster concurrently. For overcoming 

this problem scheduler is  responsible to maintain some tasks in 

the queue. It tracks the running tasks and waiting tasks. During 

the progress of running tasks the waiting tasks are kept in the 

queue after the completion of running tasks the waiting task is 

used for further processing. 

 

 
Figure.2.Map Reducer Framework 

 

GENETIC ALGORITHM 

Genetic algorithm is an iterative process and it is the natural 

selection that belongs to the larger class of evolutionary 

algorithm. It starts with the process of selecting an individual 

task. In each generation the fitness value for each individual task 

is calculated. The more fit individuals are selected through this 

process, it preferentially select the best solution. The fitness 

function is defined over the genetic representation and measures 

the quality of the represented solution. 
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The m is calculated by, 

  
     

     

                                                             

 

After finding the fitness value, the   solutions are selected and 

they are travelled to the next level. The next level is the function 

mutation; it updates the generated function when there is a 

variation in  the patterns. The function mutation is the 

reconstruction process where the behavior of the event and 

process changes is identified. It is also used for training new set 

of data when it enters through the system. After the successful 

construction of the forecasting function in each map, dataset we 

combine those function to extract the final forecasting function. 

The merge process is the combination of multiple function the 

genetic algorithm is used for prediction of stock. 

 

7. CONCLUS ION 

 

We discussed about bigdata and its characteristics, datamining 

techniques parameters to analyze the data. To store the huge 

amount of bigdata the HDFS is used. To process the enormous 

data the Map reduce algorithm is used. This processes the 

records in parallel manner. The major advantage of forecasting is 

we can easily predict the stock exchanges for predicting the 

future trends so that investors may know about the market to 

invest their money on profit trades. 
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